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Samadhi
a Sanskrit word for the
enlightened state, generally
achieved through meditation,
in which the analytical becomes
silent and consciousness
becomes one -- existence of
mind, spirit, body are no longer
separated

Peter Russell suggests that there is
no biological basis for consciousness
because the state of “awareness” is
outside of our limited material world.
-- p. 8

Memory
a changing and evolving
storage of what we think is real

About the editor -- page 10

Extending Boundaries
Having explored the theories of
Rupert Sheldrake’s morphic
resonance, Ervin Laszlo’s akashic
field and Michael Talbot’s
explanation of a holographic
universe, when I read Antonio
D’Amasio’s 2010 book about
consciousness, Self Comes to Mind:
Constructing the Conscious Brain, I
was looking for a neuroscientist’s
extension of what I was reading -- a
brain-oriented view of how
conscious we can be.
Of course, there are many definitions
of “consciousness.” In D’Amasio’s
case, he is looking specifically at
how we form a sense of identity
through the physical structure of our
brains. And... he did not extend
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outside the brain to look for it. In
sum, he -- as do many others -identified a “core” self, that creates a
narrative and feeling around images,
and an “autobiographical” self,
which links moments in a coherent
pattern. He did not go beyond that.
Yet... some talk about an extended
level of consciousness -- being
attuned to interconnection with the
entangled web of the universe (see
Guide #1), far beyond the limitations
of what our brains enable us to see,
hear, touch, taste and smell. An
‘awareness’ not only of what our
brains bother to process for us, but
of an existence beyond those limits.
Or, in quantum view, of a connection
deeper than those limits.

Others wonder if it is possible to
maintain consciousness after the
heart stops. Some who experience
what we call “near death” believe
yes.
Others believe our dependence on
language is what has limited our
ability to sense the way animals and
shamans do. That there is a deeper
pathway to tapping into a collective
consciousness, if only we were to
stop trying to explain and define and
measure and particularize it.
In this guide, we will continue to try
to explain and define and measure
and particularize -- nonetheless -- as
we attempt to engage in a wider
conversation about consciousness.
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What if the “formula” is that awareness + matter + energy = a living universe.
“Although I think that life may be the result of an accident, I do not think that of consciousness.
Consciousness cannot be accounted for in physical terms. For consciousness is absolutely
fundamental.” -- Erwin Schrodinger, Nobel Prize-winning physicist
“It is difficult for the matter-of-fact physicist to accept the view that the substratum of everything
is of mental character. But no one can deny that mind is the first and most direct thing in our
experience, and all else is remote inference.” -- Arthur Stanley Eddington, “The Nature Of The Physical
World,” astrophysicist famous for explaining Einstein’s theory to English-speaking world

"Even if the finite brain cannot store an infinite amount of information, the spirit may be able
to. The brain is a computing machine connected with a spirit" -- Kurt Godel, logician, Einstein friend
“The universe begins to look more like a great thought than like a great machine. Mind no longer
appears as an accidental intruder into the realm of matter; we are beginning to suspect that we
ought rather to hail it as a creator and governor of the realm of matter.”
-- Sir James Jeans, physicist, astronomer and mathematician, author “The Mysterious Universe” (1937)

Big Picture: What is consciousness?
(adapted from guide #1)
Once upon a time, Isaac Newton gave us guideposts that led
us to understand Laws of the Universe – physical rules that
predict how we move through the world. Centuries later
(between world wars), an entire quorum of physicists tangled
over deeper mysteries of the universe, having reluctantly
discovered Newton’s laws didn’t work at the quantum level.
The universe, they discovered, is interconnected. It is not, it
turned out, built of separate blocks. In the words of respected
physicist Niels Bohr at the time, particles have no
“independent reality in the ordinary physical sense.”
Amazing groups of physicists gathered to discuss quantum mysteries
If the universe -- including our physical bodies, and all living
-- this photo taken in 1927, Einstein pictured in front row near center
and non-living matter -- are made of interconnected “star dust,”
as Carl Sagan liked to put it, is it possible that “consciousness” is also connected? Is there a collective conscious? Where?
After	
  decades	
  of	
  researching	
  what	
  everyone	
  from	
  Western	
  scientists	
  to	
  Eastern	
  mystics	
  have	
  to	
  say	
  on	
  the	
  subject,	
  Edgar	
  Mitchell
(guide #1) and others propose that matter and energy are only part of the equation. AWARENESS is the primary element from
whence all else hails. The Big Bang was consciousness springing elemental forms into motion to create a living universe that is
Becoming -- through us as well as all other energy and matter -- in increasing complexity.
How might that work? Does it make sense?
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Question: Could “Near Death Experience” Be Real?
A recent study
reported in the
medical journal
Resuscitation
revealed that
researchers who
investigated more
than 2,000 cases of
cardiac arrest patients
found an interesting, unexpected
occurrence in several cases. The patients
who seemed to be “dead” but were later
revived through artificial means
sometimes recalled sensations that were
actual events they would not have
technically been “conscious” or “aware”
or “alive” to experience.
The numbers of these reports were not
high – the researchers acknowledge that
memory recall from generally highly
medicated states would not typically be
great. But they also reported that even for
the small number of experiences recalled,
it raises serious questions about what the
explanation might be. They suggested
that further “non-prejudicial” research
should be conducted to understand the
phenomenon they glimpsed.
What was the phenomenon reported in a
small number of cases?
The most startling incident that was
validated spoke to the general
assumption that “near-death” or “out-ofbody” experiences are hallucinations or
illusions, happening before the heart
stops or after the heart is restarted. But in
this verified case, the experiences
happened in a three-minute period when
the heart was not beating.
The lead researcher, Dr. Sam Parnia,
Assistant Professor of Critical Care
Medicine and Director of Resuscitation
Research at The State University of New
York at Stony Brook, explained: “This is
paradoxical, since the brain typically
ceases functioning within 20-30 seconds
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of the heart stopping and doesn't resume
again until the heart has been restarted.
Furthermore, the detailed recollections of
visual awareness in this case were
consistent with verified events. Thus,
while it was not possible to absolutely
prove the reality or meaning of patients'
experiences and claims of awareness,
[due to the very low incidence (2 per
cent) of explicit recall of visual awareness
or so-called out-of-body experiences], it
was impossible to disclaim them either.
Clearly, the recalled experience
surrounding death merits further genuine
investigation without prejudice."
The researchers indicated that they
believe terminology around the
experiences need to be shifted away from
“near-death” or “out of body.”
Dr. Parnia said: "Contrary to perception,
death is not a specific moment but a
potentially reversible process that occurs
after any severe illness or accident causes
the heart, lungs and brain to cease
functioning. If attempts are made to
reverse this process, it is referred to as
'cardiac arrest'; however, if these attempts
do not succeed it is called 'death.' In this
study we wanted to go beyond the
emotionally charged yet poorly defined
term of NDEs to explore objectively what
happens when we die."

A Neuroscientist’s
Perspective
Anecdotal experiences have been
reported by millions of people. U.S. News
& World Report indicated in 1997 that as
many as 18 million Americans may have
had such an experience.
Neuroscientist Eben Alexander has made
a name for himself with his book “Proof
of Heaven” and lecture series about his
own near-death experience. Though there
is some controversy over some of his
storytelling details [summary here], his
prevailing message is that he visited a
different space when unconscious.

On the other hand, maybe there
is a physiological explanation for
the sensations of the transitional
space between life and death.

Dr. Kevin Nelson, a
neurologist, wrote
the 2011 book The
Spiritual Doorway in
the Brain: A
Neurologist’s Search
for the God
Experience. His book
examined the
The implication of the research was that
biology behind
these experiences were an indication that profound,
there is a consciousness that can occur
revelatory spiritual experiences, based on
within a short-term experience of death.
three decades of peer-reviewed research.
He was inspired to begin his exploration
It’s hard to measure, validate or test
by the story of a man who had a neartheories about “near death,” of course,
death experience while under his care. In
since recall of patients is fuzzy at best
his interesting research, he determined
after a traumatic event. But even if we
the brain science at work that might lead
agreed that it is a measurable
to many of the reported elements of nearphenomenon and transitional experiences
death and out-of-body experiences.
do occur, the question might be…
He acknowledged the impact of profound
moments, even as he explained some of it
in physical terms.

What kind of consciousness
is it?
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Dostoevsky’s Awakening
Dr. Nelson wrote about the pivotal moment Fyodor
Dostoevsky experienced in 1849, when he was brought to
face a firing squad. As Dostoevsky was preparing to die, the
tsar’s sentence came that he would be sent to prison instead.
Released from the stress of impending death, the bliss he
experienced in that immediate moment, he wrote to his
brother afterward in his cell, was an ecstatic revelation. He
was spiritually awakened, he said, to the dazzling truth that
life is the greatest of all blessings and that we have the
power to turn each moment into an eternity of happiness.
It fueled his artistic energy for the rest of his writing life.

Wrote Dr. Nelson: “As a neurologist, I have no
doubt that Dostoevsky’s limbic prefrontal
reward system must have been permanently
changed that December morning during his
mock execution, and that change influenced the
course and the caliber of his writing.”
He points out that the adrenaline surge brought on by
fasting, meditation, living at high altitudes with low oxygen,
and fear are all tools of arousal used to step through the
spiritual doorway in the brain and to enter new stages of
consciousness, in what truly feels like a transcendent
experience.
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Physiological Explanations
Here is some of the research Nelson and other neuroscientists
have offered to explain things from a physical perspective.

SEEING TUNNEL VISION
Dr. Edward Lambert, Mayo Clinic neurophysiologist, tested
pilot brains reacting to g-force. He found that just prior to
fainting, a pilot’s peripheral vision dimmed. By the fifth
second, they could see only within a small circle – a tunnel – in
front of them. By eight seconds, there was a conscious
“blackout” right before fainting. With special goggles that
enabled blood to flow more freely to the eye, this tunnel vision
did not happen.

OUT-OF-BODY EXPERIENCES
This disembodied sensation involves seeing the world from a
different perspective than that of the body’s actual location. It
occurs almost always when the person is lying down, is brief
in duration and can be brought on by lack of sleep, danger,
while awake during surgery, when fainting, during seizures,
with migraines, flying a jet, during high altitude mountain
climbing, under hypnosis, and during near-death experiences.
To get a sense of where our body is, our brain brings together
multiple body sensations – integrating vision, messages from
inner ear, position of arms and legs. But these sensations can
get disconnected at the temporoparietal junction – the side of
head above ear, above temporal lobe and below parietal lobe
(which processes limb sensations of touch and position), and
in front of the occipital cortex (visual brain).

DREAMING

AND

REM

A switch in the brainstem regulates our three conscious states:
wakefulness, REM sleep, and non-REM sleep. Dr. Nelson
writes that at least some of the characteristics of near-death
experiences might be due to the brain getting stuck between
REM and wakeful states. When we dream, powerful electrical
waves start in the brainstem and radiate upward to the visual
thalamus and then the occipital (visual) cortex. These waves
are like lightning bolts, electrifying our visual brain and
creating visions of dreams. Wave after wave ripples through
visual brain as long as we are in REM.
Perhaps losing self and past memories in a spiritual experience
is not a shutting down of the memory process… but a shutting
down of the process for memory retrieval. “Forgetting who we
are in the moment can help lift us toward transcendence,” Dr.
Nelson wrote.
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N E A R D E AT H E X P E R I E N C E : A P H Y S I O L O G I C A L V I E W
Kids report very different near-death experience stories. Without accumulation of life
experience, they see castles and rainbows, pets, wizards, angels. No life review or unity with
universe, per a review of 26 cases written about by Dr. Melvin Morse in Closer to the Light.
Dr. Nelson wrote that near death experience involves low blood pressure, and nerves that are
frantically transmitting information to the brainstem from sensors in heart, blood vessels, and
lungs. Most information travels by the massive vagus nerve – which uses acetylcholine to
transmit impulses and is the dominant controller of the heart (determines heart rate). Fainting
happens when the vagus is overactive, precipitously slowing heart and lowering blood
pressure. Vagus stimulation promotes REM consciousness, elicits PGO waves (lightning bolts)
and causes paralysis. Dr. Nelson’s conclusions:
• Low blood flow to the brain, especially from fainting and cardiac arrest, leads to many
features of near-death experience.
• If the temporoparietal portion of brain shuts down, we have an out of body experience.
• Blood flow cut-off to the eye and brain leads to tunnel vision.
• REM-state consciousness switched on can bring qualities of light and story.
In short, he found the scientific rationale for these experiences, while concluding, “There are
many good reasons to believe that the neuroscience I have explored in these pages has left us in
a cold, dark spiritual void. It may seem to many readers that we have reduced our peak
experiences and transcendent feelings to mere biology, and vegetative biology at that. Does this
make us nothing more than accidental wisps of stardust between two eternities?”

Dr. Nelson concluded:
“Believing in experiences outside the
brain is faith. Sensing that something is
‘more than coincidence’ is also an
expression of faith…. What does it mean
to have a spiritual brain? What if there is
a particular brain locale or system, a
genesis for divine experiences like the
mystical? And when we find it, will we
try to nurture, destroy or control it?
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-- Dr. Kevin Nelson,
The Spiritual
Doorway in the Brain

consciousness” that led to transportation
to a universe of immense energy and
fantastic light with conscious beings.

important discoveries into serotonin and
its receptors as foundations for mystical
experiences. Then he asked:

After LSD was removed for scientific
experimentation, a Harvard Divinity
School student, Walter Pahnke, created
lasting spiritual feelings in healthy
people using psilocybin.

Q: As doctors, should we apply
drugs that stimulate the divine?
Would it be inhumane if we had
the power to summon it at will
and withheld it? Should we
routinely offer rapture – intense
spiritual bliss -- like
resuscitation for cardiac arrest?
Morphine clouds thinking and
alters judgment, and mimics
natural brain molecules to make
one feel unnaturally good. We
give it to terminal cancer
patients. Should we withhold
that euphoria?

In 2006, a John Hopkins team led by Dr.
Roland Griffiths created durable drug“I can imagine that the power of knowing induced spiritual experiences in 36
how to stimulate the spiritual brain will
individuals who were mostly middlebring temptations of the darkest sort. It is aged, well-educated and had never
one thing to know the brain’s machinery experimented with hallucinogens.
for language or how it puts sensation
Eighteen months after the experiment,
together, and quite another to be able to
most of the subjects said it was still one of
open it to searing experiences of ultimate their most profound moments and
truth or purpose.”
impacted their sense of well-being.
He wrote that after Abbie Hoffman
accidentally created LSD in 1943,
researchers like John Lilly (1954) used it
inside an isolation tank, to avoid sensory
stimulation, for a “single point of

“Do these cold, hard
clinical facts suck
the divine nectar
from our spiritual
lives? My answer is
an emphatic NO.
We are poised on
the threshold of a
new era that holds
tremendous promise
for a new level of
spiritual
exploration.”

These drugs mimic the naturally
occurring brain chemical serotonin, Dr.
Nelson explains, which has an important
role in stress, depression, anxiety,
memory, attention. He predicts many

5
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Science of the Brain
For those who want to understand the details of the brain and its functions

Amygdala

Nerve pathways and chemicals in the
synaptic junctions extend through the
brainstem to activate brain arousal. Being
alert is not the same as being conscious.
The thalamus and cortex are needed for
conscious experience.

Concentration of nerve cells that relays
information like a switchboard, linking
lower brainstem (connection to heart and
lungs) to thinking and decision-making
process of cerebral cortex. Packages
Dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex
sensations of fear and anxiety (heart
racing, lungs hungry for air), sensations
Central to our capacity for planning,
we depend on for survival, as well as
logical problem solving, and organizing
sound, sight, feelings and taste coming
thoughts, information, and emotions.
from other brain regions. Must detect
This region is turned off during
dreaming, which is probably why dreams danger rapidly, using adrenaline,
acetylcholine, stress hormones.
tend to be out of context.

Thalamus

Right vs. Left

Hippocampus

The thalamus is the gateway to the brain
that provides a kind of spotlight for
selecting and retrieving information. You
don’t consciously process everything you
see and feel and hear because the
thalamus serves as the primary relay
deciding what gets in.

Early in our evolution, the right and left
hemispheres developed differently,
allowing more specialty. Left side
facilitates language, organization,
problem solving, interprets patterns,
creates (even makes up) associations,
comprehension, attempts to answer the
“why.” Right hemisphere is spatial/
visual, objective, straightforward, cause/
effect-oriented.

Key limbic structure for memory and
emotions. Combined with amygdala, is
integral to memory to avoid situations of
fear.

Brainstem

Left Temporal Lobes

Critical to our self identity are the
autobiographical memories of sensual
perceptions, emotions, ideas and events
that are facilitated by synapses
particularly in the left temporal lobes.
Injury to the frontal lobes has a profound
impact on personality – including
changes in dress, politics, religion.
Vestibular organs

Provide sense of motion and balance.
Parietal Lobe

Processes limb sensations of touch and
position.
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Temporoparietal junction

Located on the side of head above ear,
above temporal lobe and below parietal
lobe. Our physical sense of self is
centered here. This is where sensory
information is integrated to give a feeling
of being in a particular body in a
particular place – embodiment. If this is
temporarily disrupted it can give a sense
of out-of-body experience.

Medial prefrontal

Region at top of limbic system that
governs heart, lungs, guts, and sweat that
we experience during emotions. Tied
with amygdala to make sense of our
responses and set the moods that guide
our actions and choices. If this region is
damaged, it can lead to being selfdestructive, deranged, choosing
immediate rewards with no regard or
regret.
Orbital prefrontal

Where emotional value is assigned for
pleasure and rewards.
Posterior cingulate

Is thought to be the space for generating
admiration and compassion.
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How Real Is Our Sense of Self?
Much of this information was gleaned from
participating at the 2014 Science and NonDuality (SAND) conference in San Jose
We learn a lot about our sense of self as
derived from brain function from those
for whom there is dysfunction.
In depersonalization order, for example,
people feel a persistent sense of
detachment from their body and
thoughts. Schizophrenics feel that
someone outside of self is implanting
thoughts and actions into their brain.
Late Alzheimer’s patients lose an ability
to store memories, thus detaching their
sense of self from any context of past or
future. Even without a brain disorder,
studies show we ourselves recall details
from our past differently – thus altering
our sense of self.
Our brain, in other words, constructs a
“self” from its stored memories, its ability
to connect current images to feelings
from the past, and having the sense of a
“container” that holds the ME in one
place.
But is that everything? Is our collection
and recall of experiences everything that
goes into Self? Are we defined by
remembering whether we like broccoli
and how to drive a car, that our
unconditional love for our children is
permanent, that a pivotal moment in
childhood sparked a career, and from that
long string of not-so-pivotal moments
that stick with us nonetheless?

As he said at SAND, the memory of
“self” requires continuity of time and a
context in space. With no ability to store
memory, Alzheimer’s patients have no
context for who “self” is. While it might
seem like enlightened bliss to truly be
“living in the moment,” Dr. Tanzi says it
is actually terrifying to have no ability to
return to a context of self.
Others – especially enlightened scientists
– believe that nothing at our deepest level
is actually separate. Menas Kefatos
received his doctorate at MIT before
working at NASA, and is now Chapman
University’s Professor of Computational
Physics. At SAND he suggested that:

The question of science should
not be “how are we capable of
‘spooky action at a distance,’” as
Einstein said about the
mysteries of entanglement and
non-locality at the quantum
level, but “how is it that we are
able to appear separate from each
other?”

Mount Sinai pathologist Neil Theise
pointed out that for someone who looks
in microscopes at cancer cells all day, it is
not a stretch to consider that our “selves”
are, at a deeper level, much different than
we think it is. Cells are communities of
smaller things -- the ‘building blocks’ of
everything we see are themselves
Are we our memories?
transformed all the time. We share our
bacteria with others. Pheromones, sweat,
Certainly it can be terrifying to lose
breath are all extending the boundaries of
memories, said Dr. Rudolph Tanzi, who
self. We eat, drink and breathe in that
is doing ground-breaking research to
which largely comes from plants.
help Alzheimer’s patients. A neurology
Nothing about the make-up of our
professor at Harvard, Dr. Tanzi also
studies eastern philosophy and has used foundation is permanently “us.” We tend
lucid dreaming to reach breakthroughs in to be rigidly stuck in seeing the biology
understanding the genetics of the disease. of a “self,” often forgetting that we are
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not one thing but – as in a flock of birds –
a constellation of multiple bodies moving
together as one.
One fascination -- discussed by many at
SAND -- is how our mind takes qualia –
the specific characteristics captured by
our senses, such as the light, smell,
sound, shape and texture of an object –
and turns those electromagnetic and
molecular bits of information so
effortlessly into a picture of concrete,
non-shape-shifting, distinctive objects
that we have collectively been taught to
see and name.
Even if there is no Platonic ideal of
“green,” for example, we all seem to
know what it is when we see it. Those
early lessons in kindergarten to identify
colors pay off in putting us all on the
same page when identifying colors, and
numbers, and words – our “selves”
collect copious amounts of information
every day about “what is.”
But as many people are now talking
about, the picture we have of our
universe is missing a lot of “what is”
information. Cassandra Vieten, president
of the Institute of Noetic Sciences,
pointed out:

“Electricity always existed. We
just didn’t know how to tap into
it right away.”
Our collectives selves are always adding
to our base of knowledge. Might it be the
function of the brain to make us think we
know what’s going on?, suggested
Northwestern cognitive neuroscientist
Julia Mossbridge.
When we begin to see anomalies and
unexplained phenomenon, it is the job of
science to figure it out – and then our
selves acquire it as new knowledge that
simply hadn’t seemed to exist before.
7
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What Our Equation for the Universe Might Be Missing
Author Peter Russell, once a theoretical physicist student at
Cambridge who turned to experimental psychology, has a
wonderful way of articulating his perspective.
Quantum physics tells us the observer is crucial in affecting
an outcome -- in collapsing the wave function. No particle/
wave is fixed in space, time or function, which defies all sense
of logic that so mystified Einstein and many others. (See guide
#1 for more on quantum mysteries.) Yet we continue to leave
the role of consciousness out of the equation of how the
universe works. We continue to measure and theorize as if
there is a single fixed Reality of matter and energy, despite
nature’s continuing attempt to tell us we are wrong.

growing venues have discussed in myriad ways, we are in an
early state of evolution.

Maybe when we get past the physiology of the
hardware that is our brains -- whether the bliss
experienced by Fyodor Dostoevsky or the transcendent
moment of Edgar Mitchell, or the enhanced oxygen
nirvana from a good hike, or a psychedelic revelation, or
the awareness of a near-death or out-of-body
experience, or the realm produced by meditation -- then
perhaps we begin to connect with something beyond
our brain’s capacity to process.

In leaving awareness out of the equation, Russell
says, “no wonder we’re not getting anywhere.”
He points out that our brain affects what appears to us -- we
can understand this by seeing what does not appear to us
when the brain is damaged. But that doesn’t mean our brain is
fully accurate in the reality it attempts to create for us. In fact,
we know our own sense of self changes over time. If we can’t
get a lock on our own individual self, why do we expect there
is something more fixed about the universe?
What is the biological basis of consciousness?, we tend to ask.
Russell says we continue to assume that what the brain
captures/measures/interprets is crucial. The brain is certainly
important in the processing of an experience, he says, but that
doesn’t mean it is generating the experience itself.
He suggests, as do others (such as Edgar Mitchell, guide #1)
that consciousness is not made of matter and energy.

He suggests that there is no biological basis for
consciousness – because the state of “awareness”
is outside of our limited material world.
For example, science has enabled us to understand that color
comes from an electromagnetic radiation that gives our
individual selves a shared idea of light… but… it doesn’t
explain at a deeper level where that electromagnetic radiation
comes from. What is light?
Individual brain function does the processing to try to make
sense of what our physical world consists of. But… it falls far
short of identifying where the conscious world of awareness
and emotion lies. Perhaps, as the people at SAND and other
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Editor Mikki Morrissette pictured with Peter Russell at 2014
Science and Non-Duality Conference. “Though I had never
read Russell’s books, I asked Peter for permission to take
this picture on behalf of my consciousness buddy Patrick
King, an extremely well-read man who has been exploring
consciousness for decades, who describes Russell as his #1
guy.” As Patrick explained: “From Science to God, simple
little tome that it is, clinched the deal for me and, for some
reason, nudged me from nascent agnosticism into a deeply
personal relationship with Great Mystery/Ground of
Being/God. That book taught me that Light is Divine
Love... ever existent, allegedly traveling at 186,000 mph, but
never really ‘moving’ anywhere, yet everywhere, around
and within us, always.
MORE FROM

PETER RUSSELL

“The Primacy of Consciousness”
one-hour video on “The Primacy of Consciousness”
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Think of the fast progress from the
first flight to the first walk on the
moon, for example. How have our
Selves progressed in time in myriad
ways after we feel comfortable with
the creation of something new?
Abolishment of slavery. Electricity.
Women’s rights. All unthinkable to
earlier generations. How have we
changed because of them?

Questions
join us at ConnectedintheDeep.com Guideposts for discussion
• Are our brains capable of absorbing information when we are unconscious, or between
life and permanent death? (see p. 3)
• If our memories are consolidated by emotion – can neuroplasticity enable us to re-form
our personal self by adjusting the emotional narrative in which they are stored?
• If the brain maps experiences of self using neural networks to record, retain and recall,
where are those memories encoded – in the fat, water and protein of our bodies?
• Why, asks noted quantum physicist Henry Stapp, do we persist since Descartes time in
thinking the physical world has nothing to do with the mental world, as if the choices
the observer “self” makes has no impact?
• What if our physical world and sense of self isn’t simply from the interaction of
subatomic particles but from a primordial awareness or energy field from which
everything originated?
• Noted scientific mathematician Edward Frankel asks, “what gives us so much
confidence in science above everything else?”
• As SAND speaker Steve Pollaine suggested, the brain is a receiver not a generator.
What if it doesn’t take brains to evolve, but heart?
CONNECTED IN THE DEEP, E-GUIDE #2
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Why This Series?
excerpted from guide #1
I am a left-brain, analytical, cerebral person. I was curious about things I didn’t understand – like
the recurring dreams I had in my 20s that seemed to foreshadow events, or like the oddly powerful
dream of a grandfather I never knew, but I didn’t give much thought to these things. I was busy...
and it simply seemed interesting.

Mikki Morrissette, editor of
Connected in the Deep and
moderator of the
discussions at
ConnectedInTheDeep.com

On September 11, 2001, I woke up at 6 a.m. from a nightmare in my New York City apartment. I
rarely had nightmares. I was stifling back a scream when I awoke – trying to warn society at large
that several thin, dark-skinned men were moving through an alleyway with the intent to murder. A
few hours later, I was 20 blocks north of the World Trade Center when the first plane hit one of
them. As we all learned later, of course, terrorists had boarded a plane in Boston around 6 a.m.
In 2002, after re-settling in my home state of Minnesota, I was driving under a bridge alongside the
Mississippi River. I had the powerful thought, “Wouldn’t it be terrible if a bridge collapsed?” Four
days later, at rush hour, that bridge did collapse.
From that point on -- in conjunction with other odd dreams, transcendent experiences, a remarkably
aware psychic reading related to my past -- I no longer resisted the idea that there is something in
the make-up of the universe that we don’t understand. Some call this “hippy-dippy”science, or
“woo-woo.” It has evolved from a mix of “new-age” concepts and unexplained quantum physics,
As is the case with many “left brain” “mainstream” people I am meeting -- it is now logical for me to
think that there is a “seventh sense” that we don’t yet understand and we are not taking advantage
of... and that the universe is much more aware than we acknowledge.

Our Evolution From Here...
Stay tuned at ConnectedintheDeep.com for more in this series, as we start to look in detail at
mysteries of the universe that some scientists are now exploring, and offer synopses of
certain books, authors and concepts.

Join the GuidePosts conversation at ConnectedintheDeep.com.
This one is not password-protected, so feel free to jump in and add your
opinion about anything brought up in this e-guide.
What would you like to talk about in future discussions? Click here to take our onequestion SurveyMonkey poll to vote for the topics of your choice.
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